Step 11

Installation Instructions

Connect to the
MOST and the
Power plugs to the
rear UMI panel

Step 1

Step 6

Remove the navigation screen
and the radio
tuner to begin
your installation
and set them
aside.

On the Factory optical plug
insert the optical lead from
the input of the UMI connector to the output of the factory
connector

Step 12
Connect the USB and the
microphone plugs to the front
panel of the UMI
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Step 13

On the UMI optical plug take
the optical lead removed from
the output of the factory connector and insert it into the
output of the UMI connector

If the Portable Audio device tab is not present or
grayed out on the display contact the dealer to setup
the Jaguar vehicle to accept portable audio system

Step 2
Step 8
The final
assembly
will look
like this

UMI

On the Factory harness lift the
lock tab gently and pull the insert out of the housing

Product
Information

Step 3
On the Factory optical insert
press the blue lock out to remove it as shown on the drawing

mCAR

Step 4

Step 9

On the UMI optical plug repeat
the previous 2 steps and remove the lock

Plug back the inserts with the
leads into the UMI and the
Factory connector

Step 5
On the Factory optical plug lift
the tab and allow the optical
lead to slide out of the plug on
the output side

Step 10
Crimp the black wire to ground
and the red wire to 12V Battery
Power

Installation Kit includes:
mCAR.UMI module
2+4 MOST Harness
MOST inline connector
Power Supply Harness
USB Extension Cable
Cigarette lighter grommet
Microphone w/ 2.5mm jack
Velcro/Adhesive Pad
FCC ID:
TQ6BTMDC751
Weight: 350g
Size: 6” x 9” x 2”
mCAR Product References
This device contains FCC ID TQ6BTMDC751

